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ABSTRACT

Background: Controlling pelvic excursions is the focus of stabilization exercises such as legs loading tasks in rehabilitation of non-specific chronic low back pain (NSCLBP) patients. Progression of these exercises is based on the ability to perform tasks with minimal sagittal pelvic excursions. In spite of emphasis on minimizing pelvic motions, no previous studies have investigated kinematic analysis of the pelvic excursions during leg loading exercises in NSCLBP patients.

Objective: This study aims to investigate the sagittal pelvis excursion during performing asymmetric leg loading tasks in individuals with and without NSCLBP.

Material and Methods: In this cross-sectional study, kinematic data were collected from 15 NSCLBP patients and 15 asymptomatic participants by a motion analysis system during right and left leg loading tasks with 2 levels of difficulty. Pelvis segments were modeled using Visual3D motion analysis software. Maximum pelvic excursion in the sagittal plane was calculated during each task. Mixed model analysis of variances (group, task difficulty level, side) was performed for statistical analysis.

Results: The maximum sagittal pelvic excursion values of all tasks in NSCLBP were smaller than those in the control group; however, no significant main effects and interactions were found between two groups.

Conclusion: These results suggest that NSCLBP patients completed loading tasks without differences in sagittal pelvic excursions as compared to controls. Assessment of NSCLBP patients only based on pelvic angular excursion may not be sufficient for clinical decision making. Furthermore, asymptomatic individuals may need to practice for controlling pelvic excursion during leg loading exercises similar to the CLBP patients.
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Introduction

Chronic low back pain (CLBP) is a common health issue, affecting significantly functional ability and quality of life of a person. Lack of an identified specific pathology or origin puts most of
these patients in a large heterogeneous group named non-specific CLBP (NSCLBP) [1, 2]. A popular choice in the rehabilitation regimes of NSCLBP is dynamic stability exercise protocols because evidence supports the relationship between lumbo-pelvic instability and CLBP [3-8]. Measuring different electromyographic, kinetic and kinematics variables of these stability exercise protocols would add clinicians information about characteristics of these exercises leading to make better choices for designing a rehabilitation program for NSCLBP patients. Asymmetric leg-loading task is a commonly used dynamic stability exercise in rehabilitation of LBP. It serves both as a test to evaluate function and an exercise advancement. It includes a primary abdominal hallowing maneuver followed by a set of leg-loading perturbations with emphasis on maintaining lumbo-pelvic neutral position during the protocol. It has different levels of difficulty through, providing challenges to neuromuscular system [9-12]. Since the specific emphasis in this protocol is minimizing and controlling lumbo-pelvic motions against perturbations caused by various movements, it is also valuable to quantify pelvic motion during these exercises in NSCLBP. Pelvic kinematics in LBP patients have been assessed during various activities, including stair-climbing [13], walking [14, 15], running [14], trunk axial rotation [16], active knee flexion [17], active hip lateral rotation in prone [17, 18] and trunk forward bending and backward return [19] in previous investigations. Biomechanical studies of pelvic kinematics during specific stabilization exercise such as leg-loading task, however, are not usual. Asymmetric leg-loading task has recently attracted the researchers in the field of electromyography to evaluate muscle activation patterns during this task [10, 11, 20-24]. Pelvic displacements were often controlled visually in these studies. However, only two of these investigations have objectively measured the kinematics of the pelvic segment during the leg-loading tasks [22, 24]. Hubley-Kozey et al. studied abdominal muscle activation patterns and angular displacement of the pelvis during right leg-loading task in younger and older healthy adults. No significant differences of pelvic angles were reported between these two groups [22]. Furthermore, Moreside et al. identified less pelvic angular displacements in participants, who were recovered from a recent (<12wk) low back injury compared to non-low back injury control group. They also reported that low back injured group were significantly older than control group [24]. Accordingly, there is a limited amount of literature regarding pelvic biomechanics during leg-loading task. Furthermore, the minimal available evidence is limited to the asymptomatic individuals [22, 24]. To our knowledge, pelvic kinematics during asymmetric leg-loading tasks in NSCLBP has not been addressed in the previous studies. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to compare pelvic kinematics between NSCLBP patients and an asymptomatic control group while performing leg-loading tasks. The leg-loadings in these tasks include flexion and extension of the knee and hip joints, which occurred in the sagittal plane. Therefore, it can be reasonably stated that the sagittal plane is probably the main motion plane affected in this task. The focus of the present study was on assessing sagittal plane pelvis excursions. Considering the higher incidence of LBP in females [25] and the reduction of the effects associated with gender on the kinematics [26-28], only female participants were recruited in the present study.

Capturing biomechanical data of the pelvic motion during performing a stabilization exercise would provide an objective method of assessment with more precision than the subjective visual monitoring of the pelvis at the clinical level. Kinematic analysis of the pelvis angular excursion may help to determine whether the emphasis on minimizing pelvic
motions for correctly performing stabilization exercise is valuable in clinical settings.

Material and Methods

Participants

In this cross-sectional study, two groups of participants consisted of 15 female patients with NSCLBP and 15 asymptomatic females volunteered. The patients were selected among females referred by orthopedists to physical therapy clinics with CLBP diagnosis whereas the non-LBP controls were recruited via printed and electronic advertisements. All participants were matched based on age, weight and height (Table 1) and received a clear description of the investigation prior to participation in this research. They completed and signed an informed consent form approved by the Shiraz University of Medical Sciences ethics committee (No: 11173).

Individuals were eligible for the study if they were between 18 and 50 years old. The inclusion criteria for the control group were as follows: having no history of back pain that resulted in drug therapy or absence from the workplace, having no history of any incidence of back pain that lasts for more than three months. The patients were included in the NSCLBP group if they had permanent or alternate back pain for more than three months and the first attack was at least six months ago [29]. In addition, the severity of the pain was such that it requires treatment (non-surgical) or absence from work or rest at home. Patients were not on leave because of their back pain on the test day. The following exclusion criteria were applied in low back pain due to trauma, radicular pain to lower limbs, spondylolisthesis, history of any fracture or surgery of the trunk, spine or lower extremity, any spinal or lower limbs’ deformity, systemic diseases such as rheumatoid disease and diabetes, taken any sedative/analgesic medicine or opioids and alcohol in the past 48 hours, alcohol or drug addiction and rehabilitation program, including spinal stabilization exercises in the last year, any orthopedic/neurologic or sensory disorders and inability to perform tests due to increased pain. It should be noted that none of the participants should have previous familiarity with the loading tasks. In addition, the pain score of the all patients should be 3 and lower based on numeric rating scale during the test session.

Data collection

A motion analysis system with 8 high speed cameras (Proreflex, Qualisys Track Manager Ltd., Gothenburg, Sweden) was used to record the kinematic data at a sampling rate of 100 Hz while doing the leg-loading tasks. Infrared-retroreflective markers were attached bilaterally on the iliac crests, anterior superior iliac spines, greater trochanters, medial and lateral femoral condyles, medial and lateral malleoli, heels, first, second and fifth metatarsal heads, fifth metatarsal base. Moreover, 4 clusters (each consists of 4 markers) were attached on anterolateral surfaces of thigh and shank in both right and left sides. A static trial was recorded before each task. For leg-loading trials, the calcanei markers were then removed.

Participants instructed to perform the asym-
metric leg-loading protocol. This task was performed separately for the left and right lower extremity. The participant was placed in the supine position with both knees at 90° of flexion, as measured with a plastic standard goniometer, and feet flat on an examination couch for the starting position of each level. Prior to carry out of tasks, participants were asked to do an abdominal hollowing maneuver as a preliminary step and to maintain it during the task. To test the right lower extremity, following steps were done: The participant lifted the right foot off the couch and continued raising it until the right thigh touched a frame. The right hip joint was placed at 90° of flexion in this position. The left leg was then lifted to the same position (leg-lifting phase). In the next step, only the right hip and knee were fully extended and then flexed back until the right thigh came into contact with the frame again (leg-extension/loading phase). The left and then the right lower extremity were subsequently lowered to the starting position (leg-lowering phase). To test the left lower extremity, the similar protocol was done. The height of the frame changed according to the length of the participant’s thigh. The total task was completed within 8 seconds. The participant was asked to perform each steps by hearing a sound from the metronome. We assessed the leg-loading task with 2 levels of difficulty. These two levels differ from each other only in the leg-extension phase. In level 1, leg-extension phase was done while the participant slid her heel lightly on the examining couch. However, leg-extension was carried out without the contact of the heel with the couch in level 2 [21-24]. Therefore, each participant performed 4 tasks: right heel slide (RHS), right no-heel slide (RNHS), left heel slide (LHS), left no-heel slide (LNHS). Three trials, with at least 2-minute rest between trials, were recorded for each task. The order of tasks were randomly assigned. Before recording the test trials, participants were allowed to practice the tasks until they can perform them correctly. Prior to data collection, the participants were asked to be relaxed 2s in the starting position to record the static trial as a reference.

**Data analysis**

All data processing was done through Visual3D motion analysis software (C-Motion, Rockville, MD, USA). Raw data were filtered by a low-pass, fourth order Butterworth filter with a cut off frequency of 6 Hz. By the marker set in Visual3D software, one pelvis segment, two thigh segments, two shank segments, and two foot segments were modeled. The start and end time of each task was determined by using high pass algorithm (HPA) method and also confirmed visually for possible inaccurate phase detection because of the lost marker data. The start time was the moment when the foot began to raise from the bed and the end time was the moment when the same foot began to touch the bed. The pelvic angle in the sagittal plane (anterior/posterior tilt) was computed at each time point during each task. The initial static starting position was regarded as the reference posture. Maximum pelvic excursion was calculated from the difference between the peak value of pelvic angle in each trial and its corresponding value at the reference posture. The average value of three trials was considered for statistical analyses in each task.

**Statistical analysis**

All statistical data analyses were done in IBM® SPSS, version 21.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA) and the level of significance was considered with P-value smaller than 0.05. The normal distribution of data was checked by Shapiro-Wilk test. Independent sample t-test was applied to compare the demographic data between 2 groups. One set of mixed model ANOVA tests was performed for main and interaction effects of group (with and without LBP), side (left and right leg-
loading tasks), and task difficulty level (leg extension phase with and without heel slide) on the pelvis angular excursions during LHS, LNHS, RHS and RNHS tasks. The interaction effect was removed from the model if it was not significant.

Results
There were no significant differences between 2 groups with respect to the demographic characteristics (Table 1). Participants in 2 groups were compared with regard to maximum excursion of the pelvis in the sagittal plane. The mean maximum angles for each group, each level of task difficulty and each side are indicated in Table 2. Although the maximum pelvic angular excursion in NSCLBP was smaller than these values in control group (Table 2), there were no significant main effects of group, task difficulty level and side on the pelvis excursion. In addition, no significant interaction effects of independent variables on the pelvis excursion were observed (Table 3).

Discussion
The purpose of the present study was to investigate pelvic kinematics in the sagittal plane during performing asymmetric leg-loading tasks with two levels of difficulty. We compared NSCLBP patients with an asymptomatic control group. The results of the current study demonstrated that there were no significant differences in the sagittal plane maximum rotational excursion of the pelvis between these 2 groups during right and left leg-loading tasks with two levels of difficulty.

In terms of similarity to the studied population of the present study, some prior investigations are available on the pelvic kinematics in patients with LBP. However, different motion tasks such as stair-climbing, walking, running, trunk axial rotation and active hip lateral rotation in patients with CLBP, active knee flexion and hip lateral rotation in prone in CLBP associated with rotation-related sport and trunk forward bending and backward return in acute LBP were studied [13-19]. Some of these previous studies have shown significant differences between CLBP and control groups in the pelvis angular excursion values. However, others have not reported these differences, which were consistent with the findings of the present study. Lee et al. have demonstrated that CLBP patients had no significant differences in the 3D pelvic motion as compared to healthy controls during stair climbing. They have reported that the only different kinematic variable between CLBP and control groups was the lumbar spinal flexion/extension range of motion. Thoracic motions were also not different between groups. They

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>LHS</th>
<th>LNHS</th>
<th>RHS</th>
<th>RNHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>20.8 ± 10.1</td>
<td>22.7 ± 14.7</td>
<td>23.2 ± 20.9</td>
<td>23.5 ± 18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSCLBP</td>
<td>16.0 ± 9.2</td>
<td>19.0 ± 10.8</td>
<td>14.4 ± 7.3</td>
<td>13.7 ± 8.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NSCLBP: non-specific chronic low back pain; LHS: left heel slide; LNHS: left no-heel slide; RHS: right heel slide; RNHS: right no-heel slide.
Table 3: Statistics for the effects of group (with and without LBP), (leg-loading with and without heel slide) and side (right leg and left leg) on pelvic ranges of rotation in the sagittal plane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>1.563</td>
<td>0.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty level</td>
<td>2.816</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group × Difficulty level</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group × Side</td>
<td>2.534</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty level × Side</td>
<td>1.151</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group × Difficulty level × Side</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stated that the reason for these results could be the most direct and localize effect of LBP on the lumbar spine in stair-climbing [13]. Tani-tuguchi et al. also have observed no significant differences in rotational range of motions of the spine, thorax and pelvis between CLBP and asymptomatic groups at maximum rotation position and 50% rotation position in transverse plane. They have depicted that the difference between two groups was at spine/pelvis ratio (an index of movement pattern) which was significantly greater than in CLBP patients compared to control group. They conclude that the most affected parameter by the CLBP was the movement pattern not maximum rotation range of motion [16]. Lamoth et al. stated that usual kinematic measures such as range of motion might mask the differences between LBP patients and control group; however, coordination measures could distinguish differences between them. They showed that although there was no significant difference in the transverse rotation of the pelvic and thoracic segments, the coordination between these two segments had changed [15]. Although the motion tasks in these previous investigations were not the same as the present study, their findings suggested that pelvic excursions in CLBP patients could remain unchanged, consistent with the results of the current study. Similar to the changes in the movement pattern in CLBP during different tasks, Hubley-Kozey and Vezina have reported deficiency in temporal activation patterns of trunk muscles during leg-lifting and leg-lowering tasks in CLBP patients. They did not report any data on pelvic motions [20].

In terms of similarity to the studied task in the present study, only two studies have been conducted to assess pelvic kinematics during leg-loading tasks [22, 24]. Their findings are not directly comparable because these studies examined asymptomatic individuals. More-side et al. demonstrated that pelvic motions in individuals who recovered from an acute first injury to the low back were less than asymptomatic ones. Compared to the current study, the cause of LBP in their participants was a specific injury and they were not in chronic phase of LBP. They also had a significant difference in age with the control group [24]. Not only the condition of a person in chronic phase differs from acute or subacute phase [30], but also the age and gender is expressed as a factor affecting pelvic kinematics [19, 26-28, 31]. The presence of the changes in the central nervous system and the psychological factors associated with chronicity distinguishes this condition from acute and subacute conditions [32-34]. To minimize the effect of age and gender, our participants were age-matched females. Given the above issues, the results of the present study cannot be compared with
these previous studies.

The asymptomatic control group in the current study did not show significant differences in maximum pelvic excursion as compared to the CLBP groups. There is evidence that showed that all healthy asymptomatic people are not necessarily able to do stabilization exercises such as leg-loading task with minimal pelvic motion. Elia et al. found that skill acquired through adequate familiarity and practice is an effective factor in the ability of an individual to minimize the pelvic motion during a stabilization exercise. As they reported, the pelvic range of motion in expert individuals was smaller than that in beginners who were unfamiliar with stabilization training [35]. Hubley-Kozey et al. attributed the lack of significant differences in pelvic angular displacement between healthy younger and older adults to the sufficient training sessions considered before the test sessions. They reported these practice sessions were useful to train the participants to do the task with minimal pelvic motion [22]. The leg-loading task was considered as an inclusion criteria in the present study because it was reported that having a certain amount of familiarity and practice would result in a coordinated pattern of movement, which affect the muscle activation and kinematics [35]. However, in the present study, the participants received detailed instruction and were allowed to practice before the test as long as they had learned the task.

Another possibility is that the asymptomatic group in this study had masked and had underlying dysfunction of muscles controlling the stability of the pelvis like trunk core muscles. In this situation, the ability of neuromuscular system to sufficiently control the motion of lumbo-pelvic region during leg-loading may decrease. Hubley-Kozey et al. classified healthy people into stable and unstable groups to evaluate abdominal muscle activation as well as pelvic motion during leg-loading task. Their criteria for group assignment were according to the participants’ capability to minimize lumbo-pelvic motion during performing the task. Despite the limitation of these visual criteria, some differences were reported in the waveforms between these groups. They showed that despite being asymptomatic, muscle activation patterns might be altered [23].

The current study has some potential limitations. First, we investigated the pelvis excursion during a stability exercise. Generalization of these findings for daily activities is not known at this time. Second, the pelvic kinematic measurements were limited to the sagittal plane in the present study. Since the leg loadings in this task are composed of flexion and extension of the knee and hip joints, it can be reasonably stated that the sagittal plane is probably the main motion plane affected in this task. The third limitation states that the generalizability of the present study data is limited to the females. It is suggested examining the differences between men and women as well as other motion planes in future studies. Investigation of the pelvis movement pattern during loading tasks is also valuable.

**Conclusion**

This study compared the angular excursion of the pelvis in sagittal plane during leg-loading tasks in NSCLBP patients and asymptomatic control individuals. Our findings showed no significant differences in maximal pelvic excursion in sagittal plane between these groups. These findings suggest that the assessment of NSCLBP patients only based on kinematic variables such as angular excursion may be not sufficient for clinical decision-making. Furthermore, asymptomatic individuals may need to practice for controlling pelvic excursion during leg-loading stabilization exercise similar to the CLBP patients. Further research is required to investigate the movement pattern and coordination measures in NSCLBP patients.
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